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RUN No 2211 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn Hare: Inlet

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit (new Boong size font for easy reading)
Run report for run 2211 inlet – Another Lookout Run

sion scaling the slippery track to South Pomona Road and
headed towards the Bowls Club.

Out the gate and into
Snake Gully over a few
runaway rocks and on
to the old Hydro Village. Nice quiet residential area in modern
times but in the seventies thugs were common; there was no way
you could put an arrow
in Gray Street with out
risking your life. Soon
a check, someone had
heard a whisper that
there was a big hill on
the run; inexperience came to the fore “There is a big
hill, must be up that one” and up Rowsphorn Moun-

Around Max Fry Hall Sprocket called ‘ON BACK TO TEE
INTERSECTION’ – Inlet obviously knew which Tee Intersection but for the rest it was guesswork. It was suggested to think like Inlet and that way we will know what he’s
up to and where the trail can
be found. All attempts to think
like Inlet failed and some hash
men are still suffering after
attempting entry into this psychologically murky area. Unrelated to thinking like Inlet the
trail was happened upon and
the man himself was found
lurking in the bushes at Freeland’s Lookout. Bras and
panties were reinstated as the
emerging pack scared off the
remaining parkers engaged in
lustful activities. Inlet said,
“Heavy on the left”, referring
to the esky of beer. Similar to Blakey’s run of last week,
but with the extra consolation of beer in hand, views of

tain they went. Was a feasible strategy but
the trail was called further afield in Lions Park.
After desecrating the habitat of the rare green
frog the pack caused more environmental ero-

the Tamar Valley, City and beyond were appreciated before returning On Home. Good run Inlet
keeping the pack together and climaxing with a
piss stop at the look out.

Finally after an eternity at Prospect the run has returned to Riverside and Tiles’ Block. Hare Inlet states
the obvious, “Dark tonight so you will definitely need a
torch”.

ON ON:
The satellite dish has been finely tuned and turned to hot.

ON Downs:
Inlet gets a drink for setting a good run with a piss stop
and a view.
Rickshaw has lost the horn and thus must drink too.
Pash repeated a story about a woman on his bus explaining the significance of being homophobic to the passengers – apparently totally against Metro policy. The Circle
wasn’t interested in this politics so instead Pash gets to
drink for knobbing it with Mick Malthouse when on a recent trip to Melbourne.
The Swedish FW, yes ABBA, tops the weekend footy tipping and celebrates with a grail of fine ale.

Raffle:
Raffle rigging saw ABBA with lollies, Bend Over with a mystery box, Deli double dipping with cats piss and Guinness.
Sprocket won major prize of crayfish but I guess he will
pick it up next week as it’s still in the beer cooler – should
still be okay but it does stink a bit.

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 3rd May 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres again

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 28Th April 266 St Leonards Rd St Leonards Hare: XXX
Joke of the Week:
The importance of an
occupation after retirement
As
we get older we sometimes begin to doubt our ability to
"make a difference" in the world. It is at these
times that our hopes are boosted by the remarkable
achievements of other "seniors" who have
found the courage to take on challenges that would make
many of us wither.
Harold Schlumberg is such a person:
THIS IS QUOTED FROM HAROLD:
"I've often been asked, 'What do you do now that you're retired?'
Well...I'm fortunate to have a chemical engineering
background and one of the things I enjoy most is converting
beer, wine and whiskey into urine.
It's rewarding, uplifting, satisfying and fulfilling. I
do it every day and I really enjoy it."
Harold is an inspiration to us all.

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
All was going
well until I ask
Mick how his
mate Nathan
was

Garth I do not
have any mates
by the name of
Nathan. Nanette
who invited

Garth to my
Sons wedding?

